
 

Quick Quiz Questions: 1 - 25 

 

1 Which chapter is called ‘Search for Mr Hyde’?  

2 How are Enfied and Utterson related?   

3 Which character narrates the ‘Story of the Door’   

4 Which character has ‘an evil face, smoothed by hypocrisy’?   

5 Which character is alleged to have committed ‘scientific heresies’?   

6 Which character is described as being ‘pale and dwarfish’?   

7 Who witnesses the murder of Sir Danvers Carew?   

8 In which chapter is Jekyll described as ‘looking deadly sick’?   

9 What is Utterson’s profession?   

10 In which year was Jekyll and Hyde published?   

11 What does Poole use to break down the door to Jekyll’s laboratory?  

12 Which chapter is called ‘Remarkable Incident of Dr Lanyon’?   

13 On which day to Enfield and Utterson typically go walking together?   

14 What is ‘Coutts’ a reference to 

15 What is Lanyon’s first name?   

16 Which character was born ‘to a large fortune’?   

17 What does Hyde use to murder Sir Danvers Carew?   

18 What is a ‘sawbones’?   

19 What time is Enfield walking home at in chapter one?   

20 Which character is described as a ‘hearty, healthy, dapper, red-faced gentleman’?   

21 Which character says that he shall be ‘Mr Seek’?   

22 Which contemporary scientist proposed that human beings had evolved from apes?   

23 What is the study of physiognomy?   

24 In which chapter is Dr Jekyll ‘Quite at Ease’?   

25 Which character is described as a ‘hide-bound pedant’?   



 

Quick Quiz Questions: 26 - 50 

 

26 Which character is described in chapter 1 as ‘a man of rugged countenance’?   

27 What is Enfield’s first name?   

28 Which character narrates the final chapter of the novel?  

29 How many pounds in gold does Hyde pay in compensation to the girl’s family?  

30 In which area of London is Lanyon’s house situated?  

31 What is the name of Jekyll’s butler?   

32 What is the title of chapter four?   

33 Who does Jekyll leave all his possessions to in the case of his death?   

34 How old is Jeykll?   

35 Which character says, ‘The moment I choose, I can be rid of Mr Hyde.’   

36 What is the name of the respected MP that is killed by Hyde?   

37 Which character is described as looking ‘particularly small and particularly wicked-looking’?  

38 In which area of London does Hyde live?   

29 Which character’s dwelling is ‘furnished with luxury and good taste’?   

40 What is the title of chapter seven?   

41 Which chapter is titled ‘The Last Night’?   

42 Which character writes in an ‘odd, upright hand’?   

43 What is the name of Utterson’s head clerk?   

44 On which day do Utterson and Enfield witness the ‘incident at the window’ 

45 In which month does ‘the last night’ take place?   

46 For how long does Poole say ‘a thing that cries to heaven’ has been locked in Jekyll’s cabinet?   

47 Why does the chemist at Maws, as referenced in chapter 8, get ‘main angry’?   

48 What colour is the cabinet door that opens into Jekyll’s cabinet?   

29 What is the title of chapter ten?   

50 What is the date on the letter containing Dr Lanyon’s narrative?   

 


